
By Staff 
 Just days before the Thursday, October 14th release, Supreme teased their first fall collaboration with Nike—a reintroduction for the public 
of the Cross Trainer Low.  
 During the months of the pandemic, Nike quietly revived the beloved shoe to lackluster fanfare at best. Rather than ramping up the hype 
train and reissue an OG colorway with a SNKRS drop, Nike opted to release the shoe in white/red and white/blue colorways, which eventually 
earned them the honor of being clearanced on the brand’s website. 
 Reception of the Supreme collaboration prior to release was ardent at best, and it seemed as only those demonstrating staunchness to both 
Supreme and Nike would try for the pair at 8AM when released. 

 Low and behold, the release came and 
went and before 60 seconds had expired, the Nike 
x Supreme Cross Trainer Lows were sold out in 
both colorways, officially at 8:01AM. 
 I wonder how many of the people that    
referred to these as “Christmas shoes” or 
“McDonalds shoes,” actually tried or maybe even 
successfully, landed a pair? 
 
 
 
 The Nike Cross Trainer Low was original 
released in 1988 and featured many of the same 
characteristics of the Nike Air Trainer 1. The 
Trainer 1, designed by style icon Tinker Hatfield, 
was quickly associated as Bo Jackson’s defacto 
shoe but athletes such as Michael Jordan (off-
court, of course), Andre Agassi, John McEnroe, 
and Kirby Puckett, to name a few, could all be 
seen wearing the trainer and proudly prompting 
Nike’s Just Do It campaign in the late 1980s.  
 What made the Cross Trainer Low so   
invaluable to sneakerheads, was the fact that it 
was one of the few shoes produced that had      
reverse lace locks, which were made famous on 
the Jordan III, another Hatfield creation. 

By Staff 
 Expect to see a lot of green 
tracksuits and white Slip-On Vans this 
Halloween. 
 Per Variety, white Slip-On 
Vans, as worn by contests in the      
Netflix’ Squid Game, saw a 7,800% 
spike in sales since the show debuted 
(Sole Supplier). Internet searches for 
the shoe have increased by 97% as 
well (Lyst). 
 Similarly, green-and-white 
tracksuits have blossomed in sales. 
 The nine-episode series follows 
a group of debt-ridden citizens who 
compete in Hunger Games-esque   
competitions in order to win chase. 
The Korean thriller was number 1 on 
the streaming services platform in 90 
countries. 
 The shoe is available for the 
utilitarian price of $50. 

By Staff 
 When horror powerhouse Blumhouse Productions announced that director and writer David 
Gordon Green along with his writing partner Danny McBride, were set to revive John Carpenter’s    
cult-classic Halloween, fans were both giddy and aghast with the news. 
 However, when the man himself: John Carpenter gave his blessing and sanctioned the movie 
the sequel he always had wanted, the fans of the horror franchise breathed a deep sigh of relief. 
 In fact, Carpenter even contributed the soundtrack to the Halloween (2018) reboot, as well as to 
its sequel Halloween Kills (2021), which can be seen in theaters or streamed on NBC’s Peacock        
service. 
 With the intention for the newly reinvigorated franchise to conclude as a trilogy, the COVID-19 
pandemic but filming on hold and delayed the theatrical release of Halloween Kills an entire year (the 
film was set to debut in theaters in October of 2020).  
 With a strong critical reception to 2018’s slasher, Blumhouse opted to green-light its sequel, 
which has failed to captivate critics and audiences alike, earning a splat on the infamous website. 
 Despite harsh reviews, Blumhouse has stated that the trilogy will unfold as plans and            
Halloween Ends will be released theatrically in October of next year. 
 Green has stated that the film is a “coming of age” film where “some of the characters have 
processed the insanity of the circus of the massacre of 2018” (Halloween and Halloween Kills are film 
as to have taken place all in the same night). 
 The team of Green and McBride have also felt it important to incorporate the pandemic into the 
film and will take place four years after that crazy Halloween night as depicted in its prequals. 

 “We want the film to act 
as a catharsis for those that have 
watched the franchise unfold,” 
stated Green, “the world has spun 
so wildly in the last four years.” 
 
 
 
 
 
Despite taking place in fictional            
Haddonfield, Illinois,             
Carpenter filmed the original 
Halloween in nearby Pasadena, 
California. 


